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iI Want to begin my presentation with a definiton and a

warning. -Ttte definition concerns what I,think we are about

during this Convention -- namely,' adult ,education. Now,' keep

in mind this definition I propose is not what -some call aca-.

.demic. It makes sense to me though; .and my intuition is

that it' will make sense to you. Adult education is what

.happens in the home when parents have teenage kids. And as

much as we may not w'nt to admit it, it's not only the teen*-

age kids who. get edudatedl

Miach4of the education we receive as adults 'is in the

school-of "hard knocks". It there we get on,the job.

training in crises management as we move f-1 :n one crisis

to another. All of you in the audience who either have fa-:

milies or work with families know what I' Mean.

Settings like this Convention .offer an opportity to

refledt more critically on important issues in Catholic

education. I appreciate the ,opportunity to be with you and

thank those responsible for inviting me find giving vie the

time to share with you some thoughts on'.7Vhy Parental In-

volvement?".

Now, to my Warningand I consider411is a double-bar-

rel)k d warning. If you haven't already guessed from hearing

my name and-lookini at my feature, I want yotb, to know I.am

of Italian descent. I think all, of you shotilld further know
,\-=,

I value that heritage, embrace it in dii.feint w.ays, and on
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occasion,flauht it. I was not barb in Italy, but my father
. . . . . ,.___,

and his parents were. ,My mbther was the first in her genera-__
. .

tion to be born in this country. For better or worseLand

I think for',.better-',I Come to .you with a' certain set of

biases, presuppositions, beliefs about family, family life,.

politics, etc.. that come from this ethnic 'heritage. I make

no apologiefor this. To paraphrase the wisdom of "Mark

Twaill, the worst thing you can say about Italians is that

they are. members of the human 'race just like the test of us.

I open with this comment about ethnic,heritage so as

to legitimate a point I want to.make--all of us have these

,
-basic biases,' presttuppositions, and belie-Ts through which we

critically view and-understand reality. 'Though we may not
-,.

be conscious of them, it is important to surface and keep .

them in mind as we look. at some of the issues we discuss in

this session.

In my presentation I-intend to state my biases. These

are not off the cuff remarks but are arrived at by examing

and critically reflecting on my own and other's research in

th'e areas of.value development, ethnicity, and what I like,

td call. the Catholic social theory.

My emphasis on pluralism and diversity of perspective

not.to say there is_nothing we hold in common. It is

only to say ther' are.undbubtedly some differences in the

wry we view things, especially when it'coMes to questions of

rip

is
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.concrete strategies or styles. My ethndc instincts lead mO

to say that's okay. When properly nurtured, pluralisM leads.

to rdsponsil4e freedom and the potent use of power, notit gthe

death of factional diyisiveness; Perhaps we can're-do Mark

-..
Twairymce.again and say the worst thing ypu can say about

. t.
.

.

.

any of 'us is that we ar---e all members of the human- race! We
t

Italians are fond of being known as one of the ,crazier card-

,

carrying member groups of that human race and enjoy ourpar-

tici-pation in .what we call la dolce. vita.

Now to.warning number two, also connected with my.ethnic,

heritage.- Whenever you put an Italian .up on -a platform:with

or without a microphone-7-and we Italians don't really need

microphones because we've al.l,/got tremendous vocal. cords--

.you 'take a risk. The risk is that we all begipn to stray

from the platform where we are told to stand. At any moment

we may begin to wave our hands and arms acting out .yrriTpolic.

gestures-- .of all types, I might add--and then finally and

just as suddenly break into an aria from some opera. I pro-

mise to cQntain myself and hope that you do ho -ay of me

-what one Shakespearian character says of another Richard

II, "His tongue is now a stringless instrument. -(Aet II,

Sc.I)

In the-time allotted to me I will examin three questions.

I think need to be discussed when looking at parental involve-

ment and_parent organizations: 1) What are values and how

are they- ti-ansmitted? 2) 1.,Do present-day theories of hur.an
0



development and the life cycle efir a basis for develop-
.

ing a spirituality for parentincj2 3) Does Catholic social

theory'.offdr any broad guidelines or directionalities that

need to.be-kep in mind in putting together parent organiza7

tions?

There is -a two -fold logic to these three questions. The

questions are first, a movement from a dis .ssion which is

somewhat 'theoretical values and vp.lues transmission --

to more practical concerns ---- 'putting together parent organi--

zations. Second, I have focused on three words.' that ar cones

ne:ted with the National Forum of Catholic ParentOrg nizatiOns
1

(NFCPO) Catholic, and Organization. For me parent
4

correlates with my discussion of value transmission, Catholic,

with developing a spirituality for parenting, and organiza-
.

4

-tion with the guidelines that arise fibm a 1:nowlddgeand

understanding of Catholid social -theory. All this is to

say the droppings of this mad Italian have a logicIAnd method

to them,

QUESTION I: WHAT ARE VALUES AND HOW ARE THEY TRANSMITTED?

During .the course of an ordinary ,day people constantly

respond to situational demands by milking decisions about

actions they will or will not perform. The word "values"

refers to those criteria or" standards which form the bases

for our everyday'decisions. Values then are criteria or

standards in terms of which decisions are made. They are

7
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affirmed and cherished fundamental priorities.

A commitment to a system .of 'fundamental priorities --

e.g:, justice, hope, trust, etc. -- results in a general set

of ethical principle's -- e.g., act in ways which.are just,

hbpeful, trusting, etc. These ethical principles guide'aild'

help us discern specific ways of responding' to the concrete

demands of a situation whe e a decision needs to be made.

The common statement, "That person looks at the world

through rose colored glasses" illustrates how ,values function
lopk at the world and deal with others. It sefms

in human life. Values shade and color the w1;y peoplekuse rose c'Ime

colored glasses while others always use dark sun glasses --

they'are called bosses!

The Latirrwora from which,our word "value" derives illu-

strates how values. effect'us.
---

strong for a particular purpose. Values give us the strength

literal meaning is to be

we.need to accomplish a goal,° an ambition or some other

important aim.

Our everyday language ,also conveys this idea. After

doing sgmethinej we didn't thinik We could do we often say,

"1 was mazed at hew I somehow found the s\t, 7ngth,and courage

to do'it." Our - values provide us with the strength and

courage we need e\ do what at first may seem impossible.'

Religious values are those,..criteria, standards, or

_il
prioritieS-willeh put us ih touch with the transcendent.

-,1..

source of all that exists. They are not something added gr

t

4
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on to human life. They are al the core of what life is really

all about. From the Catholic Christian perspective .religious

values are those .human values 'which call us out of our own

self-centeredness-and invite us to-trust other people. They

give us the power to become more than what we are and direct

us Op all that is good and ultimately of value to us as.hu-
-,?

mans -- the mystery of transcendence we call God.

The refrain from-a song written in 1931 entitled-"As

Tide Goes BY",provides a helpfill summary of our discussion

thus far. The refrain says, "T/le fundamental things apply

as time goes 1:)." Values -are those fundamental criteria

which give meaning a order to life. As time 'goes by they

can be applied over and over again tOpany different and
P

,.changing' situations,

HoW Do We Learn To Value?

'We learn to value in two ways. The first is more formal.

We_are told or taught by means of preci-ae verbal'instruction

that certain things arright and certain things are wrong.

In this way: information 'is imparted, and we learn to skill-

fully,pdr-forfo. or avoid performing certaL-adtiOns.'

There is:another, more informal,. way we learn to value.
,

Let me tell you a story to illustrate this point. A person

wanted to teach '`a parrot how to say heI1o. After trying

,unsuccessfully for several days the owner became vcry angry

at the- uncooperative parrot. He reached into the cage,
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choked and throttled it and threw it out of the house into

the back yard chicken coop for the night.
0

The next morning the owner went to thee coop to retrieve

the parrot and make one fin-al-attempt at teaching It to say

.

hello before sendingat to parrot heaven. He walked into the
,

coop and was hocked to see all but one ofthe chickens

ded. one was being choked ,and throttled by the

Parrot who was heard saying, "Say hello, say hello."

The point of the story is obvious enough. What the

4arrct learned from'the owner was a behavior, and that's another

way all of us learn to value.-- by4142serving, iffiktating and

internatlizing behaviors. Values then are often caught aa

well as taught. They sneak in through the back door-when

we are least aware we are "teaching" anything.

This fact ia especially true of young children who are

particularly prone to imitate other people's. behavior: For

those who don't believe this I urge you to listen to Ogden

Nash who said oh, what a tangled web do parents weave .when

they think their children are naive.

In brief, then, values are both taught and daughti

are taught them and catch them and teach them and throw!theth

in various .communal settings.- The most important communal

.setting within 4lich a foundation is laid for the development

_

. of an adult vatue perspectiv e is that:one called -thepThily.

Why is this true? Quite simply,' we are all able to



choose our friends or if clever enough escape those who arc

driving us,crazy, but we neither escape nor choose our own
.,-

famiTieS My mother always said, "You're stuck with us, so

learn to live with us." To paraphrase a familiar tatement,

for better or for worse, whether rich or poor, t.intil,a person

goes but on his or her Own, people are stuck with and b6gin

to develop their value system in the .family setting.

Tile' research being conductecion how value patterns a40.

transmitted make this point clear. For example, the work

of Thomas Juster of the National-Bureau of Economic Res,garch

suggests some people are more economically succvsful in later

life,because of closer and more-intense attention received

1
-during early-chilAho9d. The research of the Reverend Andrew

Greeley and William and Nancy McCready of-the National Opinion'
f

Research Center at the University ofoChicago shows people

get their fundamental religious outlook-from their parents,

especially the father. Religious socialization, then, is
#

primarily a paternal process. On the other hand, the inothier

is a more effective agent of political socialization and al-

so has more religioUs influence .on the father than he has

L4N

'on her'. This research fu'rther demonstil-ates the close con-

nection between being socialized into a religious meaning

system and,into a'particular sex role.
.A

The Greeley-McCready research also discusses the role,r,
1

ethnicity plays in influencing the transmission of vAlues.
slt

% ,

1 --4
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Its somewhat tentative but nonetheles13 important Conclusion

is-that ethnid heritage .seems to have an ,independent_

ence outside 'the family zocializatiOn-environment.

As tentative as some of these findings- riay be
,

this Te-
,

search is important in a number of ways. It is.certainly

importantto the nation at large as it begins to take a long,

overdue look at nationaIsoiCal pioTicand family life and

ne*hboThood revitalization. It is-certainly important to

the American datholic-Community as, t begins to grow up

,adult andconfront the new questions and new aZ3enda inau-

gurated by Vatican II. And much, r#ore to our interests here
t

1 4..1,
c,

today, is of major interest and concern to.-any grdup that,
4

claims to be a National Forlof Catholic. Parent Organiza-
_

, ,

tions (NTCP0).

From my:persp6ctive, this research, taken both

seculr ano,religi-ous standpoint, is the best rationale

available for justifying parent organizations and parental

involvement in parcht organizations. This is so because it.'
,

. - - t---
.

substantiates frb.m the perspective of modern social scierice

a"fundamental"bel4ef'9f"catho i:c.ducationaL philosophy ---

parents are the/RmarIT _due educators of their children.
/ --, -

_
.

/
;This research also chailenges us to ;face.up to some, - -,

hard 4uestions"that need to be reflected upon by this grdup:

Here are just a few:
. .

--Have you looked atr and studied this research?

4'
--Is it an importantd ounce of information in your

c,
.



--In what ways are you ..u/pporting and encouraging

more research in these areas?

--In what ways are you twisting the arms4of Catho7

lic Univer'sities to do research in these areas?

--What are the implications flf th4.s research for the

public policy issues NFCPO wants to positively

'influence?

There are numerous - other points that could be made and

questLms that could be asked. SE invite the panelists pre-

sent to come up Lwith more questions as well as suggest some

''answers and future directions, no matter how tentative they

may be.

QUESTION II:. Do PRESENT-DAY THEORIES ..)F HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

AND THE LIFE CYCLE OFFER A BASIS FOR DEVELOPING

A SPIRITUALITY FOR PARENTING?

Being,parents.has always been a challenging business.

In our day and Arj.it is eS,pecially, challenging.

crhe popular musical Fiddler on the Roof. is a story

about some of the conflicts and challenges facing two Jewish
s-

parents as they try to raise three young women in a cfianging

world. Tevye, the father, oifers an insight into- how many-

\
people feel about their parenting experience. He opens the

story by saying by saying, "...in our little village of
-

Anatevka you might say everyone of us.'is a fiddler on the

roof trying to scratch out a pleasant, sinoble tune without

breaking his neck." He pauses thoughtfully for several se-

conds, and then with'a twinkle in his eye bellows out in a

10
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deep, rich voice a further refleion combining b p.both the pain

and jolvof many .years,of education in the schoolof.hard.

kr.otcks:' "It isn't easy!" W 4

ft

As it was,for Tevye, parents today find themselvps trying

to cratch out a pleasant simple tune ,without breakind'their

necks. The name of the tune is Living a Deent Life) and as

a' parent ,recently said, "It not only isn' t easy,a1I'I ever

,get is grief and more grief."

The pain and grief experienced by parents often leads

to some questions being asked about th.2ir situation. On a

bad .day. one of the most frightening questions-is always,

"Why. did I ever get into tiilsy" On a good day the'''question

remains the Same, only you don't break into tears, after

asking it.

l
To retur, i to our

.

second question, I think present-day

theories of the life-cycle do offer a basis for developing

a spirituality fotarenting. Letftme brjefly expand upon

this

From the life-cycle perspective, at the heart of the

parenting experience.is a basic tension between wanting to

cog trol and learning when to surrender, between wanting to

hold-on and learning to let go. This tension, a -formal one,

is what leads to growth. The question underneath much of

this tension'parents.experience is .this: hbw am I to express

the care and concern I have for whdt I have'created, for-what
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I have generabd.71

Since growth in the family is ,from total helplessness at

birth. to relative independence at-maturity, this care and conr

cern the parent manifests for the child must become more and

more intangible.. A" eighteen no one-wants to be driven to

the dance by MoD or Dad. What is appropriate a, one point

no longer is.

Now, f this is the parenting experience described by

life cycle'theorists, does the Catholic, Christian symbol

system speak to this experience? There are several answers'

possible to this question.:' Let me brief7y outline two related

ones.
.

Being parents is dying to .61d serf in very concrete ways.

The Striptures invite us to die to the old self. On the other

hand, we are assured that death is only another passage, for

in dying to the things of old, we experience new life.

It is appropr.i!ate he)ge to describe and refer to the

Christqlogy found in the otter to the Phillipians 2:6-11.

.

It complements the, idea of dying to the old self and moven

it, in another direction. In it Christ Jesus is described

as having emptied himselt. To talk about self-emptying is to

talk about the everyday experience .of human relationships

and in:particular, parerzing. It is to talk about the every-

day journey and the ,everyday passage from death to life, from

wounding to healing, from dying to rising.



What the Catholic, Christi,an symbol says about good

parenting- is that it is biodegratible\ It has a bhlt-in

disappearing dynamic. The best gift parents give tochildren

is a set of Wings with which to fly away, to fly the coop!
7

The Catholic, Christian symbol system transforms this'exper-
.

ience of deat!-- and. joyfully announces out of death to -the

.old self life -- the life of parents seeing their own

care and concern endure and be -transferred to new relation-

As I ended my,first section with ate invitation to the

panelists, I end this section in the same manner. I invite

you to reflect. theologically your experience of parenting.

'That of the Christian symbpis, what of the Christian texts,

and in partidular,-what of the LcriptUresspeak(to your

experience of parenting?

QUESTION III: DOES CATHOLIC SOCIAL yHEoRY OFFER ANY BROAD

GUIDELINES OR DIRECT1ONALITIES THAT NEED TO

BE KEPT IN MIND IN PUTTING TOGETHER PARENT

ORGANIZATIONS?

.
The best way I can share with you mK insights into what

Catholic social theory involves is by toiling you two stories.

One c'on'cerns my grandfather--Grandpa Vic--and the other con-
.

cerns my recently deceased 95 year young grandmother- -Nona-

Angela. Their lives were .imbued with and governed by the

basic tenets of Catholic Social theory. I know, though,

as I say this, they are listening to me while enjoying the

, rbJ jL 0



delights of the so-called beatific vision and wondering,

"What the hell is he talking about?" They would both phrase

it just that way with my grandfather's version having a f,w

juicy expletives.dehated if it was to be repeated in- public.

Now to the stories.

Grandpi Vic was a loyal, staunch, card-

carry in Democrat. After said DeMocrat found, himself caught

in a political situation which demanded a quick but thought-

ful reversal of what hitherto was an-unchanging posit he

would shrug his shoulders and say, "Well, there's nothing

more durable then the provisional." An interesting reflec-

tion.on the need in this life and perhaps even in the next

for flexibility.

Nona Arigela came to thif: country many years ago. When

asked where she wanted to live her response was,,"I really

don't care as long as I can walk back and forth to Church

every morning."

Those tv7o stories get to the heart of Catholic social

theory and its belief in smallpiss, flexibility provision-
/

ality, malleability, changability, negotiability, compromise,

consensus, coalition building, and even.big City machine

p-olitics. It stresses decentralization, local autonomy,.

freedom of choice, and voluntary association. TheCatholic

social theory is summarized well dn B.F. Schuthacrier's phraSe

"small-is beautiful" and Andrew Greeley's phrase "no bigger.

i



th'an necessary".

Its three basic tenets are personalism, pluralism, and

the - principle of subSisdiarity. Personalism'inlves a stress

on accessibility al-A face to face contact. It affirms.the

fundamental dignity of every person. On a concrete-1evel

it means, that when there is 'a hole in the street which by-

passes your house that needs repairing.you can Call upthe

precinCt captain you know on a first-name basis and rest

-assured it will be repaired.. Pluralism affirms there is more

.Pith'an on way to skin the .cat, -- and on one is begrudged for

using and taking advantage of all the options.

Subsidiarity is a prinCiple of, justice that views society

as essentially a,community of communities--diverse, interre-

,lated, interlocking, small as well' as big. This community

of communities:

1) strives to achieve a common good based on social

justice and

2.)- acts out of social charity.

No large community or institution' in the hierarchical order-

ing of the common good should perform a function that a small.-

'ler one can more adequately perform. Hence the phrases.--

small is beautiful and no bigger than necessary.

All of the terms referred to above point, in the direction

of affirming the need for Catholic parent organizations work-
.

ing closely with Catholic schdols and other out of school re-
,

ligious education programs. c)
L.)



fOriginally 1-was aske to speak about the "Do's and

\Dent's of Parental Involv2ment"4 It is only within the con-
.

text of what I have said thus far on value's, spirituality,

and the-Catholic social theory that 1 now venture to.offer

some suggestjins on do's and dont's:

1.): 'DO form coalitions of like - minded people both with-

in and. outside of the NFCPO (e7g. Candlelighters, handicapped,-
.

etc..) around specific.is.sues of concern, but don't lipit

as

U

your activities to coalition building and lobbying efforts.

2. Do give people room to think differently on questions

of con e e strategy, and don't preach that those i4ho disa-

greet with the "official party line" stand in-peril of losing

:f-

.their immortal souls. The Catholic social theory allowsfor

plurality of thought, especially when it comes to concrete

strategies.'

3.Y Do encoufage persons other than parents with school

age children to become part of your organizations. There are

plenty of former parents, non-parents, as well as non-Catli-

olics who believe in what you are doing. I am waiting for

.
the day when some Roman Catholics begin to organize those

older Cathblics that are officially part ofrthe group we call

"Senior Citizens" into Senior, power.groups. Do especially

invite thes e: seniors or elders into your group and use the

free they have for writing letters, making phone calls,

.testifying, babysitting, etc.



4.) Do flaunt your Catholicity) and your Catholic

tradition when it Comes-to affirming your right to talk about

public policy 'issues, and don't get caught without having

done your homework.

5.) Do be, open to Various. styles of iFivolvement on

the part of your membership, and don't get too hung up with

organizational structures. Some people like to meet in homes

in groups of tell while others like meetings with 200 people
.

there. Some dislike meetings all together but love to mak&

phone calls. Everyone has a resource that needs to be tapped.

Do -tap and use all these resources.

.These are only a. few ideas. once again initi to (pin-

panelist's to offer more .suggestions.,

Let me now conclude a brief reflection on family

life and .parish life.

20.



CONCLUSION

Since around the year 1500 many fundamental ch_nges-have taken place

in that entity called Western society. A silent one we have yet to

really ponder in its full-implicatinns for present-day and future living

concerns what Christopher-.Lasch calls the attack on disease' and the rise

of the new religion of health. This attack'has had unbelieavable demo-

graphic effects. As a result of this and other chsnres too numerous to

mention, that social unit called the family experienced and continues to

experience various stresses and strains. (How old or new these are is

a point outside the bounds of our discussion today.)
that while

Present-day research by persons such as Lasch point outAthere have

been and continue to be stress and strains on the family as.a social

unit, the family is not dead. As a matter o1 fact, the family unit is

enduring:remarkable well.

Now, permit me to ask this question about some of the pregent-day

stresses-and.strains the family is underr:oing and enduring: from where

do they come?. In mart, r think some arise from an overburdening of ex-

,Y
pectation s--that is, oftentimes, too much is expected of that.,:social

unit compossd of parents and chilc'ren that we call family. This is

especially true when it comes to chwelopinr the skills necessary to

learn t' ,things:

1) what it means to say foreverthis-is the issue

of Eermanent commitment,

2) what it means to share ant identity - - -this is the

issue of intimacy.
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Viler it comes to these issue. )*my h nch is that if not

always, then at least for a great part of humanity's history,

'people reflected-on the issues of permanent commitment and..
,

intimacy and the relationship between the two.

Today, though,,the modern health and demographic' revolu-

. tions put these issues in a different context. It boils

down to this--Ohen someone in 1978 says forever to an inti-

mate relationship, he or sh does it--or at' .least shou]d do

it -- knowing that he or she will probably live to be..75.or

80. In .the history of humankind, this is a Whole new ball-

.game, a ballgame that demands we begin to develop ways of

coping with this different situation.

L-d me make two suggestiOns here as to how we may be

able to relieve the family of this overburdening. of expecta-
,

. tions and help to develop better skills in working through

some of the problems connected with

life -long intimate cOmmitment in today's world. The

first suggestion concerns the parish, and_ the second pastoral
c.

ministry-- what theparish is all about.

I begin with an obvious enough statement. I think there

is a need for theindi;vidual family as a social Unit to re-

, late to other types and forms of community life: Let me be

more specific here. 'I am talking about relationships that

are informal, non-rational, local permanent,, and royalty-

, g
based '---.patterns of relating that are fostered in real

neighborhoods. These relationships give members Of the fami-

ly unit some breathing space .-- both psychically and physi-
2,2



It is at point that various voluntary organizations

Knights of CoiUmpus, the Ui,bernians, etc.) and in parti-

cular, the pa'rish, become tremendous resources of support,

encouragemen challenge, and release: My conceptualization
intergenerational

of the parish is in terms of the.-so-called extendedIkamily

model, from which are -removed some of tie obvious archaisms

and shor omings.

A parish community is intergenerational in nature. It

has the past represented in its older members, the future

in its younger members, and the reality of the- present in

those who are somewhere in the middle, either-a6'parents

single people. This, of course, should not be seen as a

rigid categorization.

At the core of (this intergenerational approach to parish.

is a team of 0T-Irl-hl intergenerational ministers, both

clerical and lay (to use the terms with which we are most

familar) wha. take wh4t people like Mary Durkin and

,..Tc,hn Shea call a skills approach to pastoral ministry.

This approach to ministry see three skills as essential

.tp pastoral parish-based (or for-that matte --anywhere bas6d)

ministry,. These skills -Plate. to the three basic components

of parish life.



Components:

Religious Symbol-system--
that is, the Catholic
Christian tradition

People

Programs

-e -
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.kills:

It

,

Theological--give ministry its
specific religious,dimension

, Helping

Programming

Now, I want to let you in on a secret: you who are members of

and involved a,n parent organizations are part of the'ministry team

want to call parish: You may not be officially recognizd. as

of y t-d?/but:41 think you should be.

This tntergenerational approach to parish life and this skills

approach to team ministry views parish essentially as a larger com-

munity of diverse, smaller, subsidiary communities united around

the Lord jesus. .The parish, then, becomes a place where we tell

our stories and share our burdens on any number of levels. In

doing this we come to appreciate the commonality of our predica-

ment as what Jack rhea calls fl!.middle people". He says:'''

Our beginnings-are not wholly our own. Our endings

will most likely be beyono our conf,rol. We are

middle people. (STSORIP.S OF GOD, p. 11)

Yes, we are Middle people, middle neople on our way to an

unimaginable future, thet far transcends our present Ancertualizations,.

ap important ns they are. But in telling our stories and in listening

to other pecoiple tell their stories in that intergenerational caring

community called parish, ewe are affirmed in ourelief that there is.mo:

to life t!an meets the eye, a Mystery that enlives our middle people

status. From.the Catholic Christian perspective, Vat's the way things

really arelanc!that's the Good News that gives us the hope and courage 1

wild to continue our everyday passages,and journeys from life to death to li:

and so on. END 24


